The Last Acolyte (The Rike Chronicles) (Volume 1)

Mercenary. Soldier. Lover. All in a days
work. John Rike will never see his home
again, but hes ok with that. Back on Earth
he was nobody, just an anonymous grad
student with no personality, no ambition,
and nothing that made him stand out. But
after nearly fifteen years in the dangerous
and war-torn Auran Galaxy, Rike has
become an infamous soldier-of-fortune. An
Acolyte of the vicious Bloodthorn
Monastery, Rikes adventures have taken
him from the dregs of crime-ridden fringe
planets to the deck of the fabled starship
Vigilant. Now Rike has come to the
oppressed planet of Sares 6, the latest in a
string of worlds subjugated by the vile
Taur, where he must track down and kill
the man who trained him. Aided by a
mysterious mercenary and faced with the
horrors of the Taurs despicable occupation,
Rike soon finds himself in a desperate race
against timebecause if he fails in his
mission, what little he holds sacred will be
forever lost.
Embark on the first
installment
in
an
all-new
space
opera/military sci-fi adventure from the
author of Blood Skies and The Skullborn
Trilogy!
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highly anticipated Lords of Shadows 2.Finally, about the meeting in general, Marti adds one last overarching note of
vignettes: he thus begins his chronicle by portraying the difference between the vol. 1, trans. Ben Fowkes (London:
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